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Last of the Giants Sep 16 2021 Today, an ancient world is vanishing right before our
eyes: the age of giant animals. Over 40,000 years ago, the earth was ruled by megafauna:
mammoths, mastodons, saber-toothed tigers and giant sloths. Of course, those creatures
no longer exist, and there is only one likely reason for that: the evolution and arrival of
the earth's only tool-wielding hunter, the wildly adaptive, comparatively pint-sized
human species. Many more of the world's biggest and baddest creatures—including the
black rhino, the dodo, giant tortoises, and the great auk—have vanished since our world
became truly global. Last of the Giants chronicles those giant animals and apex
predators pushed to extinction in the modern era. The book also highlights those giant
species that remain—even though many barely survive, living in such low numbers that
they are on the brink of leaving this world within the next few decades. However, there is
hope, for many endangered species can still be saved. As it profiles each extinct and
endangered animal, Last of the Giants focuses on the conservation efforts that are trying
to preserve the world's remaining charismatic species before they are lost forever.
Living Among Giants Feb 27 2020 The outer Solar System is rich in resources and may
be the best region in which to search for life beyond Earth. In fact, it may ultimately be
the best place for Earthlings to set up permanent abodes. This book surveys the
feasibility of that prospect, covering the fascinating history of exploration that kicks off
our adventure into the outer Solar System. Although other books provide surveys of the
outer planets, Carroll approaches it from the perspective of potential future human
exploration, exploitation and settlement, using insights from today’s leading scientists in
the field. These experts take us to targets such as the moons Titan, Triton, Enceladus,
Iapetus and Europa, and within the atmospheres of the gas and ice giants. In these pages
you will experience the thrill of discovery awaiting those who journey through the giant
worlds and their moons. All the latest research is included, as are numerous
illustrations, among them original paintings by the author, a renowned prize-winning
space artist.
Tech Giants and Digital Domination Sep 28 2022 Are tech giants the new robber barons

of the digital age? Many governments and ordinary people are increasingly
uncomfortable with the monopolistic might a small number of tech companies are
amassing, the taxes they are avoiding, the data they are collecting, the privacy they are
undermining, and the way they are functioning as “extraterritorial” powers beholden to
no state and to no citizen or consumer. All sides of this super-charged debate are
represented here—from those of the chieftains of Silicon Valley and EU regulators to FBI
counterintelligence agents, scrappy open-source programmers, and ordinary computer
users and digital consumers—in an effort to illuminate the digital world we currently
inhabit, the limits of its freedoms, and who owns and controls its future.
The giants and how to fight them, and Wonderful things. [Followed by] The reward of
sowing righteousness [and] The hard way [and] Selected hymns Jul 26 2022
Go Giants: Poems Nov 25 2019 Collects poems on such topics as fatherhood, marriage,
mass destruction, and the cosmos.
Greta and the Giants Mar 22 2022 This inspiring picture book retells the story of Nobel
Peace Prize nominee Greta Thunberg—the Swedish teenager who has led a global
movement to raise awareness about the world’s climate crisis—using allegory to make
this important topic accessible to young children. Greta is a little girl who lives in a
beautiful forest threatened by Giants. When the Giants first came to the forest, they
chopped down trees to make houses. Then they chopped down more trees and made even
bigger homes. The houses grew into towns and the towns grew into cities, until now
there is hardly any forest left. Greta knows she has to help the animals who live in the
forest, but how? Luckily, Greta has an idea… A section at the back explains that, in
reality, the fight against the “giants” isn’t over and explains how you can help Greta in
her fight. This book has been printed sustainably in the US on 100% recycled paper. By
buying a copy of this book, you are making a donation of 3% of the cover price to
350.org.
Rhinoceros Giants Jul 02 2020 A book for everyone fascinated by the huge beasts that
once roamed the earth, Rhinoceros Giants: The Paleobiology of the Indricotheres,
introduces a prime candidate for the largest land mammal that ever lived - the giant
hornless rhinoceros, Indricotherium. These massive animals lived in Asia and Eurasia for
more than 14 million years, about 37 to 23 million years ago. They had skulls 2 metres
long, stood over 7 meters at the shoulder, and were nearly twice as heavy as the largest
elephant ever recorded, tipping the scales at 20,000 kg. Fortunately, the big brutes were
vegetarians, although they must have made predators think twice before trying to bring
them down. In this book for lovers of ancient creatures great and small, Donald R.
Prothero tells their story, from their discovery by palaeontologists just a century ago to
the latest research on how they lived and died, with some interesting side trips along the
way.
African story of new ,small to big business giants. Dec 07 2020
Das Buch Henoch Feb 21 2022 Die zentrale Figur des Buches Henoch ist der UrzeitPatriarch Henoch. Das Buch beginnt mit einer Mahnrede Henochs. Die folgenden Bücher
der Henoch-Apokalypse enthalten Beschreibungen des Falls der Engel und ihrer
Bestrafung, schildern Henochs Himmelsreisen, und erklären die im Kosmos herrschende
Harmonie. Das Buch Henoch entstand zwischen dem 3. Jahrhundert vor Christus und
dem 1. Jahrhundert nach Christus.
If These Walls Could Talk: San Francisco Giants Nov 18 2021 The San Francisco Giants
are one of baseball's most storied franchises. Through the words of the players, via
multiple interviews conducted with current and past Giants, readers will meet the
players, coaches, and management and share in their moments of greatness and defeat.
Haft recounts stories from this decorated Giants dynasty, which earned World Series
rings in 2010, 2012, and 2014. Giants fans will not want to be without this book.
Facing Your Giants Aug 23 2019 You know your Goliath. You recognize his walk, the
thunder of his voice. He taunts you with bills you can't pay, people you can't please,
habits you can't break, failures you can't forget, and a future you can't face. But just like
David, you can face your giant, even if you aren't the strongest, the smartest, the best

equipped, of the holiest. David. You could read his story and wonder what God saw in
him. His life has little to offer the unstained, straight-A saint. He fell as often as he
stood, stumbled as often as he conquered. But for those who know the sound of Goliath,
David gives this reminder: Focus on giants -- you stumble; focus on God -- your giants
tumble. If you're ready to face your giants, let his story inspire you. The same God who
helped him will help you.
Reign of Giants Oct 25 2019 As Tomas’ Emergence draws near, the Realm Guardians
know that he is still unprepared and that it is time for him to face his mirrors. Queen
Maeve and the Caliph have a surprise for him and with the help of a crafty Brownie
named Warty, four surprises enter the Realms hidden from casual sight. Unfortunately,
their plans go awry and Tomas is asked to go on a long and risky journey which ends in a
rescue, a capture and a discovery. Journey with Tomas as he faces his greatest challenges
yet!
Giants and Trolls Nov 06 2020 They're big, mean, and shudderingly horrible—and that's
about all that the giants and trolls of mythology have in common. Some have several
heads. Some have only one eye—or lots of eyes! You wouldn't want to cross paths with
any of them. But what if they crossed paths with each other? Who would win in a battle?
Which one is the strongest of all? Meet the ten most ferocious and gruesome of these
mythical beasts, including: ● the three-headed warrior ● colossal cannibals ● the frost
giant ● human-eating trolls Find out about each giant or troll's features and skills,
where in the world they come from, how they rank compared to one another, and how you
might defeat them if you ever strayed into their remote realms.
The Giants and how to fight them. Edited by J. Miller Jun 25 2022
Giants and Dwarfs Oct 17 2021 Giants and Dwarfs considers two types of magical
creatures: the very big and the very small. This thorough book considers giants from
many perspectives from the Bible and beyond.?
A BOOK OF GIANTS - 25 stories about giants through the ages May 12 2021 Mankind
has ever been fascinated by extraordinary aspects of humanity, but none so much as
giants. Many ancient gods, and indeed kings and emperors, were said to be vast in size:
witness, for instance, the colossal statues of Egypt, China or the South Seas. But the
palm for bigness must go to those giant beings whom we find amid the chaos in the East:
like that Tiamat from whom the Babylonian god Bel formed heavens and earth; and
Purushu of the Hindu Vedas, whose severed head was sufficient for making the sky, his
feet for the earth, his eye for the sun, and his mind for the moon. Herein are 25 stories of
giants from the annuls of fact and fiction around the world compiled and retold by Henry
Wysham Lanier. Lanier has categorised the stories into four parts being: I Giants Of The
Morning Of The World II From The Days Of Romance III Nursery Tales of Giants from
Many Lands IV Real Giants The stories in these four sections are: I. How Zeus Fought
With Titans And Giants II. The Giant Who Shines In The Sky III. The Outwitting Of
Polyphemus IV. When Thor Went To Jotunheim V. The Giant Pyramid-Builder VI. The
Fatal Pride Of Vukub VII. Og, King Of Bashan VIII. A Son Of Anak IX. Ferragus, Who
Owned The Brazen Head X. The Giant Of St. Michael's Mount XI. Sir Launcelot And
Tarquin XII. The Adventures Of Yvain XIII. The Turke And Gawain XIV. Amadis Among
The Giants XV. Gogmagog XVI. The Giant Behind The Waterfall XVII. The One Good
Giant: St. Christopher XVIII. The Giant Hand (Irish) XIX. The Giant Who Had No Heart In
His Body (Norse) XX. The Biter Bit (Serbian) XXI. The Peach's Son (Japanese) XXII. The
Man Who Lost His Legs (Korean) XXIII. The Stone Giantess (North American Indian)
XXIV. Some Real Giants XXV. What Science Has Learned About Giants 10% of the profit
from the sale of this book will be donated to charities. YESTERDAYS BOOKS raising
funds for TODAYS CHARITIES ============== KEYWORDS/TAGS: Folklore, fairy
tales, myths, legends, folk tales, children’s stories, bedtime, fables, culture, cultural,
virtues, action, adventure, lessons, morals, teach, learn, Zeus, Fought, fight, Titans,
Giants, Shine, In The Sky, Outwitting, Polyphemus, Thor, Jotunheim, Giant PyramidBuilder, Fatal Pride, Vukub, Og, King Of Bashan, Son Of Anak, Ferragus, Brazen Head,
St. Michael's Mount, Sir Launcelot, Tarquin, Yvain, Turke, Gawain, Amadis, Gogmagog,

Gog, Magog, Behind The Waterfall, One Good Giant, St. Christopher, Giant Hand,
Ireland, Irish, No Heart In His Body, Norse, Biter Bit, Serbia, Peach's Son, Japanese,
Japan, Man Who Lost His Legs, Korea, Stone Giantess, North American Indian, Real
Giants, What Science Has Learned About Giants
Farming Simulator Modding For Dummies Jun 20 2019 Learn the basics of 3D modeling
for the popular Farming Simulator game Do you want to get started with creating your
own vehicles, maps, landscapes, and tools that you can use in the game and share with
the Farming Simulator community? Then this is the resource for you! With the help of
Jason van Gumster, you'll get up and running on everything you need to master 3D
modeling and simulation—and have fun while doing it! Inside, you'll find out how to
create and edit maps, start using the material panel, customize your mods by adding
texture, use the correct file-naming conventions, test your mod in single and multiplayer
modes, get a grip on using Vehicle XML, and so much more. There's no denying that
Farming Simulator players love modding—and now there's a trusted, friendly resource to
help you take your modding skills to the next level and get even more out of your game.
Written in plain English and packed with tons of step-by-step explanations, Farming
Simulator Modding For Dummies is a great way to learn the ropes of 3D modeling with
the tools available to you in the game. In no time, you'll be wowing your fellow
gamesters—and yourself—with custom, kick-butt mods. So what are you waiting for?
Includes an easy-to-follow introduction to using the GIANTS 3D modeling tools Explains
how to export models to Blender, Maya, 3DS Max, or FBX Provides tips for using the
correct image format for textures Details how to use Photoshop and Audacity to create
custom mods for Farming Simulator Whether you're one of the legions of rabid fans of
the popular Farming Simulator game or just someone who wants to learn the basics of
3D modeling and animation, you'll find everything you need in this handy guide.
Hellboy: The Bones of Giants #4 Dec 27 2019 Hellboy and the others make their way to
the ghost city of Utgard in search of Thrym. But there's more than one giant standing
between the B.P.R.D. and saving the world. Dwarves, Valkyries, and the Norse god of
Thunder himself come together for the ultimate confrontation to close out this stunner
of a series!
Giants Leap Mar 10 2021 A violent childhood of poverty, Catholic Church hypocrisy and
alienating experiences in institutions, low paid jobs and family tragedies catapulted me
towards left wing political causes and a quest for social justice, placing me squarely in
the middle of the social movements of the sixties and seventies. My experiences, which
centered on trade union and Communist Party activism in the industrial city of
Newcastle and the Hunter Valley region, are the topic of this memoir. I was born in 1942.
As a young boy I recall looking out from the cliff called Giants Leap, overlooking our
shack in Sandy Hollow and day-dreaming of escape to another world. Like that mythical
giant, I leapt into the world with unfettered enthusiasm and in this book I record my
various measures of success. My story-telling ability is partly inherited, as I have a
strong dose of Irish in my blood, and partly acquired. In my lifetime I often found it
necessary to spin a yarn to get me out of a sticky situation or else to occupy myself
through hours of boredom when incarcerated in institutions. At Mt Penang Training
School for Boys, we boys would sit around and ‘tell a movie’ as a form of entertainment. I
have tried to relate the stories in this book with a humorous tone, highlighting the many
ironies and hypocrisies that I see have punctuated my life. I have endeavoured to show
the worldly development of a boy who suffers violence and family break-up, a juvenile
who joins gangs and steals cars, a self-educated young man who eventually becomes the
secretary of a large trade union organisation, who joins the Communist Party, is gaoled
for inciting opposition to the Vietnam War, who as a mature adult, travels the world and
works at dozens of different manual jobs, finally becoming an environmental educator.
This is my intellectual journey; through blind rebellion to the embracing of left wing
ideology, to the eventual rejection of rigid dogma and the growing philosophy centred on
human compassion and environmental concern. My story is punctuated with twenty two
songs and poems I have written along the way as well as sprinklings from my ASIO files

which almost play the role of Greek chorus behind the narrative. The accelerating
destruction of the Hunter Valley by coal mining giants remains my primary contemporary
concern in this first serious foray into prose. While my life’s experiences have been
particular, if somewhat unusual, I feel the message of the book is universal. With
opportunity and education and a compassionate disposition, the world could be a better
place.
Fundraising Among the Giants Oct 29 2022
A Gathering of Giants Jan 20 2022 The third hilarious and epic high-stakes fantasy
adventure about friendship and how to be a hero, perfect for fans of How to Train Your
Dragon.
Monopolies and Tech Giants: The Insights You Need from Harvard Business Review Dec
19 2021 How to compete in a world dominated by tech giants. A new breed of monopolies
is threatening your business. Tech megafirms from around the world are encroaching on
your industry's space, rewriting the rules, and scooping up talent--and your customers.
What should you and your company be doing right now to counter these challenges?
Monopolies and Tech Giants: The Insights You Need from Harvard Business Review will
provide you with today's most essential thinking on corporate inequality, help you
understand what it will mean for your organization, and inspire your company succeed in
the winner-take-all economy. Business is changing. Will you adapt or be left behind? Get
up to speed and deepen your understanding of the topics that are shaping your
company's future with the Insights You Need from Harvard Business Review series.
Featuring HBR's smartest thinking on fast-moving issues--blockchain, cybersecurity, AI,
and more--each book provides the foundational introduction and practical case studies
your organization needs to compete today and collects the best research, interviews, and
analysis to get it ready for tomorrow. You can't afford to ignore how these issues will
transform the landscape of business and society. The Insights You Need series will help
you grasp these critical ideas--and prepare you and your company for the future.
The Giants and how to Fight Them Aug 27 2022
On the Shoulders of Giants Jul 14 2021 This book presents eleven classic papers by the
late Professor Suzanne Scotchmer with introductions by leading economists and legal
scholars. This book introduces Scotchmer's life and work; analyses her pioneering
contributions to the economics of patents and innovation incentives, with a special focus
on the modern theory of cumulative innovation; and describes her pioneering work on
law and economics, evolutionary game theory, and general equilibrium/club theory. This
book also provides a self-contained introduction to students who want to learn more
about the various fields that Professor Scotchmer worked in, with a particular focus on
patent incentives and cumulative innovation.
Reading Planet - The Little Sister of the Three Giants - White: Galaxy Mar 30 2020 When
Angelita is left in the jungle to fend for herself, she finds safety with three gentle giants.
They live happily together until Angelita is poisoned by her jealous stepmother. Can the
giants find a way to save Angelita? The Little Sister of the Three Giants is part of the
Galaxy range from Rising Stars Reading Planet. Galaxy offers a rich collection of highly
decodable fiction and non-fiction for Pink A to White band. Children will broaden their
knowledge and widen vocabulary through a diverse range of books which are ideal for
cross-curricular reading. Reading Planet books have been carefully levelled to support
children in becoming fluent and confident readers. Each book features useful notes and
activities to support reading at home as well as comprehension questions to check
understanding. Reading age: 6-7 years
In the Days of Giants: A Book of Norse Tales Sep 23 2019 DigiCat Publishing presents to
you this special edition of "In the Days of Giants: A Book of Norse Tales" by Abbie Farwell
Brown. DigiCat Publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind.
Every DigiCat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern
format. The books are available in print, as well as ebooks. DigiCat hopes you will treat
this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world
literature.

How to Compete with the Industry Giants May 24 2022 Great book on leadership,
entrepreneurship, business planning and inspiring to anyone considering starting a
business. Many academics agree that any college aged kids considering starting a career
may want to read this book first if they don't have a background in business. This book is
written for the general public as a practical how to guide in steps that make it possible
for anyone, no matter where they are in their career to get some valuable insight.
Vanished Giants Sep 04 2020 Featuring numerous illustrations, this book explores the
many lessons to be learned from Pleistocene megafauna, including the role of humans in
their extinction, their disappearance at the start of the Sixth Extinction, and what they
might teach us about contemporary conservation crises. Long after the extinction of
dinosaurs, when humans were still in the Stone Age, woolly rhinos, mammoths,
mastodons, sabertooth cats, giant ground sloths, and many other spectacular large
animals that are no longer with us roamed the Earth. These animals are regarded as
“Pleistocene megafauna,” named for the geological era in which they lived—also known
as the Ice Age. In Vanished Giants: The Lost World of the Ice Age, paleontologist
Anthony J. Stuart explores the lives and environments of these animals, moving between
six continents and several key islands. Stuart examines the animals themselves via what
we’ve learned from fossil remains, and he describes the landscapes, climates, vegetation,
ecological interactions, and other aspects of the animals’ existence. Illustrated
throughout, Vanished Giants also offers a picture of the world as it was tens of thousands
of years ago when these giants still existed. Unlike the case of the dinosaurs, there was
no asteroid strike to blame for the end of their world. Instead, it appears that the giants
of the Ice Age were driven to extinction by climate change, human activities—especially
hunting—or both. Drawing on the latest evidence provided by radiocarbon dating, Stuart
discusses these possibilities. The extinction of Ice Age megafauna can be seen as the
beginning of the so-called Sixth Extinction, which is happening right now. This has
important implications for understanding the likely fate of present-day animals in the
face of contemporary climate change and vastly increasing human populations.
Overcoming Your Losses, Giants, and Mountains Feb 09 2021 Intended to inspire,
deliver, uplift, enlighten, and encourage, this book shares some godly ideas and
principles on how to resuscitate from the ashes of one’s losses and challenges, and to
resurrect and blossom into a fuller, richer, and happier existence as intended by our
Creator God who wants us to have life and have it more abundantly. The human journey
on earth is dotted with experiences of difficult challenges of losses and intense
encounters of unexpected barriers. While some sojourners face more of these challenges
than others, everyone experiences them in one form or the other. This book is meant for
all the individuals who are experiencing bereavement and grief; personal, career, job, or
business losses; social, marital, or family-related losses; fortune or monetary losses;
health-related losses; time-related losses; and or giant- and mountain-like challenges in
their lives. Chapter 1 introduces the topic of overcoming your losses, giants, and
mountains, including descriptions and definitions of different types of losses, giants, and
mountains. Chapter 2 focuses on the painful occasion of the death of a loved one and
some recommended steps to follow to make the experience more manageable,
meaningful, and productive. Chapter 3 discusses how to deal with people's other losses,
including career, business, and job losses; fortunes and property losses; social and
relationship losses; loss of one’s health; and loss of one’s time. The challenge of dealing
with your giants and mountains is discussed in chapter 4. Chapter 5 peeps into life
beyond your losses, giants, and mountains and offers some suggestions on how to make
that life more rewarding in your walk with God and man. Finally, chapter 6 discusses how
to be born again into the Kingdom of God, to assist folks who want to be true Christians
on how to get started.
A Plague of Giants Apr 30 2020 'TRULY EPIC FANTASY' James Islington, author of The
Shadow of What Was Lost From the east came the Bone Giants. From the south, the firewielding Hathrim. It was an invasion that sparked war across the six nations of Teldwen.
Now the kingdom's only hope is the discovery of a new form of magic - one that will call

the wondrous beasts of the world to fight by the side of humankind. In the start of a
thrilling new series, the New York Times bestselling author of The Iron Druid Chronicles
creates an unforgettable fantasy world of warring giants and elemental magic. 'This isn't
just a breath of fresh air for the genre, it's a damned hurricane' Jason M. Hough, New
York Times bestselling author 'A rare masterpiece that's both current and timeless . . .
merging the fantasy bones of Tolkien and Rothfuss with a wide cast of characters who'll
break your heart' Delilah S. Dawson
The History of Jack and the Giants Complete in All Its Parts, Etc Oct 05 2020
The Giants of Mogo Jun 01 2020 The relationship between men of tremendous stature
and ordinary men is peculiar at best --and on the planet Mogo, events dwarfed even the
imagination --and brought death!
Irish Giants Poetry Chapbook Aug 03 2020 The Irish Giants Poetry Chapbook combines
poetry with photography made while journeying across the Emerald Isle. All poems,
photography, and art contained within are by Laura Sweeney. Includes Haiku, free form,
and metered poems. Assembled by Avant Garde Books.
Once and Future Giants Jan 28 2020 Until about 13,000 years ago, North America was
home to a menagerie of massive mammals. Mammoths, camels, and lions walked the
ground that has become Wilshire Boulevard in Los Angeles and foraged on the marsh
land now buried beneath Chicago's streets. Then, just as the first humans reached the
Americas, these Ice Age giants vanished forever. In Once and Future Giants, science
writer Sharon Levy digs through the evidence surrounding Pleistocene large animal
("megafauna") extinction events worldwide, showing that understanding this history--and
our part in it--is crucial for protecting the elephants, polar bears, and other great
creatures at risk today. These surviving relatives of the Ice Age beasts now face the
threat of another great die-off, as our species usurps the planet's last wild places while
driving a warming trend more extreme than any in mammalian history. Deftly navigating
competing theories and emerging evidence, Once and Future Giants examines the extent
of human influence on megafauna extinctions past and present, and explores innovative
conservation efforts around the globe. The key to modern-day conservation, Levy
suggests, may lie fossilized right under our feet.
Reinventing Giants Apr 23 2022 A compelling profile of an emerging Chinese competitor
Chinese firms are reinventing their business models, their corporate cultures, and
themselves, becoming global competitors who increasingly offer knowledge rather than
cheap labour in their quest to join the ranks of the "world's best" companies. This book
offers a compelling profile of the most ambitious of these emerging Chinese competitors,
the Haier Corporation (the world's largest manufacturer of home appliances), and shares
insights on how one organization has repeatedly reinvented its business model and
corporate culture in an effort to sustain its success. Reinventing Giants provides an
exclusive look within the Haier Corporation and shows how managerial accountability
and responsibility have been repositioned at every level of the organization, with the core
value of market-centricity, while aligning strategy on each level of management. It
includes actual work reports that show this process in detail from the ground up. The
authors emphasize how a belief in the liberation of employee talent has consistently been
the driving force underlying Haier's success. Includes the remarkable story of Haier's
turnaround and how these lessons can be applied to other organizations Contains
information for any company grappling with competition in the global marketplace
Shows how to liberate employees' talent to drive business success Written by Bill Fischer,
Professor of Innovation Management at IMD in Switzerland, Umberto Lago, Professor of
Management at Bologna University, Italy, and Fang Liu, Research Associate of IMD
Reinventing Giants helps global managers rethink their own business models and
accompanying corporate cultures in order to be able to apply Haier's lessons directly to
their own organizations.
Green Giants Jun 13 2021 What do Brazil’s top beauty brand, America’s second-fastestgrowing restaurant chain, and the world’s third bestselling car have in common--besides
achieving enormous success with revenue in the tens of billions? They are doing it all

while holding to their convictions of implementing sustainable principles that help
consumers live better lives. But they aren’t the only ones. Green Giants examines nine
companies--including Chipotle, Toyota, Unilever, Tesla, General Electric, and more--who
have established the blueprint for sustainable success that anyone can follow. Author
Freya Williams, an early pioneer of the modern sustainable business movement,
discovered six factors responsible for the overwhelming success of these nine socially
responsible companies: The Iconoclastic Leader Disruptive Innovation A Higher Purpose
Built In, Not Bolted On Mainstream Appeal New Behavioral Contract Packed with eyeopening research, exclusive interviews, and enlightening examples, Green Giants serves
as your blueprint for merging wild profitability with social responsibility.
In Pursuit of Giants Jul 22 2019 More information to be announced soon on this
forthcoming title from Penguin USA
Giants Aug 15 2021 This offering in the continuing "Where Have You Gone?" series
focuses on the lost heroes and fan favorites from San Francisco Giants baseball history.
Giants of Asia: Conversations with Lee Kuan Yew Jan 08 2021 Political genius is never
without controversy, or without mystery. This is what makes it so interesting and so rare.
Is Lee Kuan Yew the feral, authoritarian figure that Western critics claim? Or a stoic
pioneer in new approaches to developing a nation—uncorrupt, modern, almost scientific?
American journalist Tom Plate first interviewed the founder of modern Singapore in
1996 in a continuing back-and-forth with LKY that led to the summer of 2009, when the
former prime minister agreed to sit down for two days of unprecedentedly informal but
intense conversations that led to this special book.This new edition includes fascinating
excerpts from prior interviews, as well as the author’s assessment of the man who goes
down in history as the world’s longest-serving prime minister—and as one of the most
unforgettable political figures of modern times. “You have done a superb job of capturing
the many facets of this extraordinary man...." - Dr Henry A. Kissinger on Conversations
with Lee Kuan Yew.
The New York Giants Apr 11 2021 The final chapter of Frank Graham’s dynamic history
of the New York Giants is entitled “With One Swipe of His Bat.” For sheer drama and a
colossal slice of baseball legend, the core of that chapter cannot be topped—Bobby
Thomson’s “shot heard ’round the world,” the three-run homer in the 1951 playoff series
that determined that the Giants—not the Dodgers—would win the pennant. Graham, of
course, starts at the beginning, 1883, the year the Giants were born. With characteristic
panache, Graham tells us how it was: “This was New York in the elegant eighties and
these were the Giants, fashioned in elegance, playing on the Polo Grounds. . . . It was the
New York of the brownstone house and the gaslit streets, of the top hat and the hansom
cab, of oysters and champagne and perfecto cigars, of [actress] Ada Rehan and Oscar
Wilde and the young John L. Sullivan. It also was the New York of the Tenderloin and the
Bowery.” One of fifteen team histories commissioned by G. P. Putnam’s Sons in the
1940s and 1950s, The New York Giants was first published in 1952. Some of the most
colorful characters in the game pass through these pages as well as some of baseball’s
brightest legends, many of whom appear in the book’s twenty-three photographs. Hall of
Famers Christy Mathewson, Mel Ott, Frankie Frisch, Carl Hubbell, and Bill Terry star
among the headliners in the illustrious history of the Giants. Other Hall of Famers
include John McGraw, “Beauty” Dave Bancroft, “Iron Man” Joe McGinnity, Leo Durocher,
Buck Ewing, Amos Rusie, John Montgomery Ward, and Ross Youngs. In his foreword, Ray
Robinson gives his impression of Frank Graham: “I had been reading Graham’s warm
‘conversation pieces’ for some years, first in the New York Sun, then in the JournalAmerican, but I had no idea how kind and modest he was. The columnist Red Smith,
Graham’s good friend, once referred to him as ‘a digger for truth, a reporter of facts . . .
with an incredibly accurate ear and an implausibly retentive memory.’ To Smith, Graham
was the finest sports columnist of his time.”
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